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Abstract:  In 2009, the In-Space Propulsion Tech-

nology (ISPT) program was tasked to start develop-
ment of propulsion technologies that would enable 
future sample return missions. Sample return missions 
can be quite varied, from collecting and bringing back 
samples of comets or asteroids, to soil, rocks, or at-
mosphere from planets or moons. Given this new fo-
cus, the future technology development areas for ISPT 
are: 1) Sample Return Propulsion (SRP), 2) Planetary 
Ascent Vehicles (PAV), 3) Multi-mission technologies 
for Earth Entry Vehicles (MMEEV), and 4) Sys-
tems/mission analysis and tools that focuses on sample 
return propulsion. Sample Return Propulsion is further 
broken down into: a) Electric propulsion for sample 
return and low cost Discovery-class missions, b) Pro-
pulsion systems for Earth Return Vehicles (ERV) in-
cluding transfer stages to the destination, and c) Low 
TRL advanced propulsion technologies. The SRP ef-
fort will continue work on High-Voltage Hall Accel-
erator (HIVHAC) thruster development in FY2010. 
Then it transitions into developing a HIVHAC system 
under future Electric Propulsion for sample return 
(ERV and transfer stages) and low-cost missions. Pre-
vious work on the lightweight propellant-tanks will 
continue under advanced propulsion technologies for 
sample return with direct applicability to a Mars Sam-
ple Return (MSR) mission and with general applicabil-
ity to all future planetary spacecraft. The Aerocapture 
efforts will merge with previous work related to Earth 
Entry Vehicles and transitions into the future multi-
mission technologies for Earth Entry Vehicles 
(MMEEV). The Planetary Ascent Vehicles 
(PAV)/Mars Ascent Vehicle (MAV) is a new devel-
opment area to ISPT. It builds upon and leverages the 
past MAV analysis and technology developments from 
the Mars Technology Program (MTP) and previous 
MSR studies. This paper will describe the ISPT pro-
ject’s future focus on propulsion for sample return 
missions. 
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